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Cookie Usage on the Oakwood Intranet
This Website uses Cookies in order to provide a useful and reliable experience when visiting
and helps us improve the site.
When a user logs in and visits certain pages, standard data is collected. This is not used to
personally identify anyone.
By logging into the Oakwood Intranet, you are agreeing to the use of Cookies on this site.
A cookie is a small text file, placed on your device/ browser to provide a better experience.
These are used on an individual basis. To find out more about Cookies, you can visit the
following Website: www.aboutcookies.org.uk
The types of Cookies we use on this site
First party Cookies
These are necessary Cookies that are directly set by this website. These are essential to keep the
Intranet running. These keep track of the session ID, recent data submission states and the
Wellbeing choice. Details can be seen below:
Name
PHPSESSID
Banner_Seen
Data_collected
Wellbeing_choice
TestRecorded

Purpose
Default identifier that PHP uses for Cookies generated during a session.
To hide Notification banner once user has clicked “Okay”, on subsequent log ins.
To check if a recent data collection was submitted (Only applies if Data collection was
submitted)
To hold Students wellbeing choice and show relevant information. Also stops buttons
being abused and data becoming redundant.
Set when a COVID test has been submitted, to stop more being added on same day.
This is unique to each user.

Expires
End of Session
3 weeks
5 days
At midnight
At midnight

Third party Cookies
To further enhance and protect the website, we use third party services and plugins (For example
Microsoft 365 & SimpleSAML).
For these to work correctly, they may set Cookies through this Website. For information & privacy
policies and how to opt-out of them collecting any data, you should refer to their respective Websites.
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